
BEFORE YOU SHOOT - 
- Clean lens first w microfiber cloth. Clean lens = clear images.

- When shooting, stabilize your smartphone by bringing it close to your body with elbows down. For
additional stability/security, consider a smartphone hand grip with a wrist strap. Some of you thought
the handle on the grips I brought were too short. Check out #2 below..

1 - Neewer smartphone grip: $12.99 (this is the model used during the workshop)
https://www.amazon.com/Neewer-Smartphone-Filmmaker-Adjustable-
Photography/dp/B071GTSH4Q/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=neewer+smartphone+hand+grip&qid=1573589
568&sr=8-1

2 - Smartphone grip with longer ergonomic handle: $13.99 (comes with cleaning cloth)
https://www.amazon.com/fantaseal-Ergonomic-Smartphone-Stabilizer-
Compatible/dp/B01M3VRD5Y/ref=sxbs_sxwds-
stvp?keywords=neewer+smartphone+hand+grip&pd_rd_i=B01M3VRD5Y&pd_rd_r=128a3845-056f-
4010-baf0-6cc073d85b9b&pd_rd_w=VW1Gp&pd_rd_wg=ripnR&pf_rd_p=a6d018ad-f20b-46c9-8920-
433972c7d9b7&pf_rd_r=GT1869QFKDHYNYPX7JS3&qid=1573589877

Smartphone 
Photography Workshop

No longer just a telephone,
but a professional camera
designed to render life
moments with amazing 
clarity and precision.

Bragging rights are at stake
here. So is the satisfaction of
sharing ‘wow’ photos with
your family and friends.
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SUN CITY WEST - MONDAY, NOV. 11, 2019

These Workshop Notes are provided for attendees of the event. Tamra has asked me to prepare a
continuing workshop series that can begin in Jan. 2020. So email me your favorite new smartphone
pics as well as topics you would like to see covered in upcoming events. You guys were an 
excellent group, see you soon... Dan Watts  Tel. (480) 221 8276  Email: dan@nextworldmedia.com  



OBSERVATION -
- As you practice shooting with your smartphone, your images will dramatically improve by being
more mindful of your surroundings. Photography becomes enjoyable and relaxing as you develop
your own style. Shooting during morning or early evening walks, and enjoying what you create, will
energize your spirit. Share your favorites with others and take pride in your photos. Your learning
curve will be off the charts...
!Note! Don’t use the zoom feature with your smartphone... ever. If you want more zoom, buy a lens.

COMPOSITION -
- The starting point in taking interesting images begins with Composition. We discussed several tech-
niques to organize the elements of a photo to capture the interest of a viewer.

The Rule of Thirds - when you identify the main subject of your photo, place it at the intersec-
tion of two grid lines as you compose the image before shooting. With practice, you will do this auto-
matically and resist the temptation to center everything in the middle of the shot. As you learn this
technique, shoot both ways to see the difference. 
!Note! Center subject then shoot, and apply the Rule of Thirds and shoot. Compare... and email me
your thoughts. 

Framing - As you compose your shot, find a foreground object, (like a tree) and locate it along
the left edge of your photo. Watch how it will draw the eye toward your main subject and give the
composition a totally different look and feeling. Pick up a copy of any travel magazine and see how
this composition technique is used. Many times foreground objects can be placed along both left
AND right edges of an image....Look around behind you as you scout your best camera location.
!Note! Remember to manually focus on the subject, not the foreground framing. You will love this... it
will also come naturally to you the more you shoot.  San Xavier, SCW tree



Perspective - Yes, everything we look at has its own perspective. Find extreme examples to shoot,
like railroad tracks, walking paths, lines of shops and room interiors (like an art gallery) you like.
Shoot with the perspective in the middle of the shot and get off to the side and shoot it from a differ-
ent angle. Shoot, shoot, shoot. Compare later. 
!Note! Wherever you want the viewer to look, use perspective to direct their view.  Apple store int ext

Camera Height - The more you lower your camera, the more interesting your shots get. Try
this out. Shoot from standing height then shoot from a crouched position. Compare. The perspective
becomes more pronounced and viewers are drawn into the shot, like they are actually IN the shot.
This is the one compositional tool that will instantly add drama to your image. 
!Note! Remember to look around, is there a way to shoot a scene from above? (on stair or bridge)
Shoot from different vertical vantage points and compare.

LIGHT -
Natural Light - Whether direct, reflected or diffuse, understanding how sunlight renders a subject

is the key to creating that WOW factor in your images. Time of day, camera direction and weather
will also play a role in how your images communicate with viewers. We discussed Golden Hour.
The hour just before sunrise and sunset. This free app will tell you when Golden Hour is anywhere
on earth... very kool. Exsate Golden Hour Check it out.



Reflected Light - When you see light reflections, you soon realize just how special they are.
Sharpening your observational powers will help identify them when and wherever they occur.
Capturing them photographically usually requires one to move quickly before they disappear. 
!Note! Photographic images with reflections always come with a story. Stories add an important 
enrichment layer to taking pictures. This will be covered in more detail at upcoming workshops.

FOCUS -
Camera Controls - The reality is, nothing much matters if your photos are out of focus. Yes

some shots are blurry for a reason, but for our workshops, crisp focus is the rule. While I champion
the technology and magnificence of the smartphone, controlling the focus is something that we
should not leave to technology alone. Fortunately, we have the option of telling the camera exactly
where to focus and where to set the exposure (how dark or light the image is). See below.

Apple or Samsung - Each platform has their own protocol on how manual focus-exposure can
be set and locked for each image. For now, identify your focus area by touching the camera screen
with your index finger AND HOLDING IT ON THE SCREEN several seconds or until you see a yel-
low box or round circle with the word Auto, or Exposure Lock. Carefully remove your finger, don’t
move the smartphone and take the shot with a soft touch of the shutter button. 
!Note! I will be making a video on this and will get everyone a link to clarify how it works for your
camera. 


